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Abstract

Despite recent progress in abstractive summa-001
rization, systems still suffer from faithfulness002
errors. While prior work has proposed models003
that improve faithfulness, it is unclear whether004
the improvement comes from an increased005
level of extractiveness of the model outputs006
as one naive way to improve faithfulness is007
to make summarization models more extrac-008
tive. In this work, we present a framework for009
evaluating the effective faithfulness of summa-010
rization systems, by generating a faithfulness-011
abstractiveness trade-off curve that serves as a012
control at different operating points on the ab-013
stractiveness spectrum. We then show that the014
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) base-015
line as well as recently proposed methods for016
improving faithfulness, fail to consistently im-017
prove over the control at the same level of ab-018
stractiveness. Finally, we learn a selector to019
identify the most faithful and abstractive sum-020
mary for a given document, and show that this021
system can attain higher faithfulness scores in022
human evaluations while being more abstrac-023
tive than the baseline system on two datasets.024
Moreover, we show that our system is able025
to achieve a better faithfulness-abstractiveness026
trade-off than the control at the same level of027
abstractiveness.028

1 Introduction029

Generating abstractive summaries of documents030

has been a long-standing goal of summarization.031

While there has been tremendous progress towards032

this goal (Kryściński et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2019;033

Zhang et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2020), abstractive034

summarization systems still suffer from faithful-035

ness errors, hallucinating information that is not036

present in the original text. This has led to an in-037

creased research in faithfulness evaluation of sum-038

marization systems (Falke et al., 2019; Kryscinski039

et al., 2020; Durmus et al., 2020) as well as meth-040

ods to improve faithfulness of generated summaries041

(Kang and Hashimoto, 2020; Chen et al., 2021). In- 042

tuitively, one straightforward way of improving 043

faithfulness of generated summaries is to copy a 044

larger amount of content from the source article (i.e. 045

more extraction). Thus, any methods that increase 046

the level of extractiveness, whether intentionally or 047

not, would improve faithfulness. Without reported 048

extractiveness, it is unclear whether prior improve- 049

ments mainly arise from increased extractiveness. 050

We argue that in order to make progress in abstrac- 051

tive summarization, it is important to tease apart 052

faithfulness improvements due to increased extrac- 053

tiveness versus improvements due to improved ab- 054

straction. 055

In order to tease this apart, we develop a frame- 056

work for evaluating progress in faithfulness, by con- 057

sidering the effective faithfulness, i.e. the improve- 058

ment in faithfulness over a baseline system (con- 059

trol) operating at the same level of extractiveness. 060

In particular, we split the training examples into dif- 061

ferent groups by the extractiveness of the summary, 062

and train the control models on each group. Each 063

of these models corresponds to a specific tradeoff 064

between abstractiveness and faithfulness, forming 065

a trade-off curve indicating how much faithfulness 066

can be improved solely by increasing extractive- 067

ness. Systems that improve effective faithfulness 068

should lie above this curve. 069

Using this framework, we show that the im- 070

proved faithfulness of recently proposed methods 071

comes mainly from an increased extractiveness. 072

We then conduct further analysis to explore whether 073

it is possible to have a system that can be both 074

more abstractive and more faithful than the MLE 075

baseline system. We train a selector on a small 076

set of human-annotated data that, given a set of 077

output summaries with varying levels of extrac- 078

tiveness, picks the most abstractive output that is 079

faithful to the source. Our proposed system is both 080

more abstractive and faithful than the MLE base- 081

line. Moreover, we show that our system is able 082
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Figure 1: Extractiveness of generated outputs versus metric scores for Entailment, FactCC and DAE on the Giga-
word dataset. We use coverage defined in Grusky et al. (2018) to measure extractiveness, where summaries with
higher coverage are more extractive. We observe that automated metrics of faithfulness are positively correlated
with extractiveness.

to improve the effective faithfulness, achieving a083

better trade-off than the control at the same point084

on the abstractiveness sepctrum.085

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:086

1. We present a framework to evaluate the087

progress in improving effective faithfulness088

of the models considering the control at the089

same level of extractiveness.090

2. We illustrate the importance of considering091

effective faithfulness by showing that recently092

proposed methods for improving faithfulness093

are able to attain higher faithfulness scores094

than the MLE baseline, but do not consistently095

improve over the control curve, indicating that096

most of their improvements come from gener-097

ating more extractive outputs, on average.098

3. We propose a selector that picks the abstrac-099

tive, faithful summary from a set of possible100

summaries, and show that this method gets101

higher effective faithfulness compared to the102

existing methods.103

2 Dataset104

We conduct our study on two datasets, one from105

the news domain, and one from a non-news do-106

main. For the news domain dataset, we decided107

against using the popular CNN/Dailymail dataset108

since its reference summaries tend to be very extrac- 109

tive (Kedzie et al., 2018; Bommasani and Cardie, 110

2020), making it a poor choice for studying faith- 111

fulness in abstractive summarization. Similarly, we 112

also decided against using XSum, another popular 113

news summarization dataset, since almost 77% of 114

the gold reference summaries contain hallucina- 115

tions (Maynez et al., 2020). Instead, we opted for 116

Gigaword and Wikihow, which are datasets with 117

substantial abstraction without as much hallucina- 118

tion problems as XSum. Gigaword reference sum- 119

maries have substantially less hallucinations than 120

XSum (Kang and Hashimoto, 2020), and WikiHow 121

summaries tend to be of a higher quality since they 122

are written and curated by humans (Koupaee and 123

Wang, 2018; Ladhak et al., 2020). 124

Wikihow (Koupaee and Wang, 2018) is a dataset 125

of how-to articles covering a diverse set of topics, 126

collected from the wikihow.com website. Each 127

article contains several paragraphs detailing step 128

by step instructions for a procedural task. There are 129

about 12M such paragraphs in the dataset, paired 130

with a one sentence summary. 131

Gigaword (Rush et al., 2015) is a headline gener- 132

ation dataset that contains around 4M examples, 133

extracted from news articles that were collected as 134

part of the Gigaword corpus (Graff et al., 2003). 135

The model is tasked with generating the headline 136

of the article given the first sentence. 137
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2.1 Dataset Extractiveness138

We follow the process detailed by Grusky et al.139

(2018), and use extractive fragment coverage and140

extractive fragment density as the measures of ex-141

tractiveness of a given summary. Henceforth we142

will refer to these as coverage and density respec-143

tively. Coverage is the percentage of words in a144

summary that are from the source article. Density145

is the average length of the text spans copied from146

the document that are contained in the summary. A147

summary that copies larger chunks of text from the148

source article will have a higher density.149

3 Analysis on Metrics of Faithfulness150

Recent studies of faithfulness evaluation have pro-151

posed model-based automated metrics to detect152

whether a given summary is faithful to the source153

article. For example, Falke et al. (2019) have stud-154

ied using pretrained entailment based methods to155

assess the probability of the generated output be-156

ing entailed by the source article. Kryscinski et al.157

(2020) augment hallucinated summaries by apply-158

ing rule-based transformations to the document sen-159

tences and train a BERT-based model to classify160

whether the generated output is faithful. Goyal and161

Durrett (2021) have collected fine-grained annota-162

tions to study word-, dependency- and sentence-163

level faithfulness and use these annotations to train164

a factuality detection model.165

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the av-166

erage coverage of the generated outputs (extrac-167

tiveness) vs. average metric scores (faithfulness)168

assigned to various abstractive summarization mod-169

els trained on Gigaword. We observe that there is170

a positive correlation between extractiveness and171

faithfulness scores, as models whose generated172

summaries have a higher average coverage tend173

to also get higher scores for each of the faithfulness174

metrics. This correlation between exractiveness175

and faithfulness makes it unclear whether a model176

gets higher factuality scores simply because it is177

more extractive or it is capable of generating faith-178

ful summaries at the original level of extractiveness.179

This highlights the need for accounting for extrac-180

tiveness in order to compare faithfulness across181

different abstractive summarization systems.182

4 Evaluating Effective Faithfulness183

Given that extractiveness is confounded with faith-184

fulness, we propose a framework for evaluating185

effective faithfulness, which takes into account the186

extractiveness of a system. In order to do this, we 187

first need to determine the faithfulness of a system 188

operating at a given level of extractiveness. We 189

call this the Faithfulness-Abstractiveness Tradeoff 190

and we describe it further in §4.1. The effective 191

faithfulness of a system is then simply the relative 192

difference between the faithfulness score assigned 193

to the system, and the score of a system operating 194

with the same average extractiveness according to 195

the trade-off curve. 196

4.1 Faithfulness-Abstractiveness Tradeoff 197

In order to understand the effectiveness of a pro- 198

posed system for improving faithfulness, we need 199

to be able to account for its extractiveness. We 200

finetune pre-trained BART models (Lewis et al., 201

2020) for different levels of extractiveness, without 202

any explicit recourse for improving faithfulness. 203

We then use these systems to create a faithfulness- 204

abstractiveness trade-off curve that can serve as 205

a control to measure the effective faithfulness of 206

summarization systems. Models that improve effec- 207

tive faithfulness should lie above the faithfulness- 208

abstractiveness trade-off curve 209

In particular, we sub-sample the training data 210

into extractiveness quartiles by computing the cov- 211

erage of the references with respect to the source 212

articles. We then fine-tune the MLE baseline model 213

on each of these quartiles to obtain models with 214

varying level of extractiveness. We then collect hu- 215

man annotations for faithfulness of the summaries 216

generated by each of these models as well as the 217

MLE baseline for a random sample of 200 arti- 218

cles. We collected three annotations per example 219

on Amazon Mechanical Turk asking whether an 220

output is faithful or unfaithful with respect to the 221

corresponding source article. We then compute the 222

percentage of annotators that selects "faithful", and 223

use this as the faithfulness score for each example. 224

Table 2 shows the coverage and faithfulness 225

scores for the baseline and each of the models fine- 226

tuned on the data quartiles, where Q1 is the most 227

abstractive and Q4 is the most extractive quartile. 228

We observe that the models that are fine-tuned on 229

more extractive quartiles produces output with sig- 230

nificantly higher coverage and faithfulness scores. 231

The baseline model generates relatively extractive 232

output with coverage closest to Q3 on both Giga- 233

word and Wikihow. Furthermore, we observe that 234

the baseline model has a higher coverage than the 235

model fine-tuned on Q3 but it has lower faithful- 236
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Article Once you decide what to outsource, look for the right contractors. Start by asking for refer-
rals from your own professional network. Talk to other business owners and professionals
about how and where they outsource. You can also check professional associations or trade
groups field in which you are trying to outsource work. Use other social media platforms
such as Facebook or Twitter to advertise what you are looking for. Alternately, you can
connect with contractors and freelancers on sites such as eLance, Guru and oDesk. These
websites allow business owners to place an ad that describes what kind of work they need to
have done, and contractors respond with their qualifications and rates. Send each potential
provider the same bid document you prepared so that you can more easily compare their
offers.

Baseline Search for contractors and freelancers to outsource the work.
Q1 Conduct an initial search for qualified contractors and freelancers.
Q2 Search for qualified contractors and freelancers to work on your project.
Q3 Search for contractors and freelancers to do the work.
Q4 Look for contractors and freelancers to bid on the work.

Table 1: Example summaries generated by the baseline and quartile models for the article “How to Outsource
Small Business Tasks” from Wikihow dataset. The tokens that do not appear in the source article are indicated by
green.

Dataset Model Coverage Faithfulness

Gigaword

Baseline 76.12 83.33
Q1 50.25 71.83
Q2 60.57 79.50
Q3 73.64 86.67
Q4 86.94 89.17

Wikihow

Baseline 88.28 82.52
Q1 81.34 67.82
Q2 85.34 76.21
Q3 87.59 80.35
Q4 90.19 91.08

Table 2: Coverage and faithfulness values of the MLE
baseline and each quartile model for Gigaword and
Wikihow. Quartile models with higher coverage have
higher faithfulness scores.

ness score for Gigaword.237

Table 1 shows an article from the Wikihow238

dataset and corresponding output summaries gener-239

ated by the MLE baseline and each of the quartile240

models. We observe that the generated summaries241

are very similar in meaning; however, the output242

generated by the Q1 model includes a higher num-243

ber of novel words (i.e. lower coverage) compared244

to the other models while staying faithful to the245

article. Conversely, Q4 model has a coverage of246

1 in this example; all the words generated by this247

model are from the source article. On average, the248

Q1 model generates output that is more abstractive249

and less faithful while Q4 generates output that is250

Dataset Cov. Faithfulness

Gigaword

Baseline 76.12 83.33
bf 77.74 89.57
bfe 61.87 90.67
qfe 63.55 98.00

Wikihow

Baseline 82.52 88.28
bf 83.95 92.20
bfe 70.52 91.32
qfe 72.58 98.61

Table 3: Oracle coverage and faithfulness values for
Gigaword and Wikihow. The oracle analysis suggests
that being able to control for extractiveness can allow
us to build systems that mitigate the trade-off.

more extractive and more faithful. 251

5 Mitigating the Trade-off 252

5.1 Oracle Experiments 253

We first aim to understand whether it is possible 254

to mitigate the faithfulness-abstractiveness tradeoff 255

by designing several oracle experiments where we 256

have access to human judgments. 257

baseline + faithfulness (bf). We use the output 258

from the MLE baseline model if it is faithful (i.e. at 259

least two out of three annotators agree that the out- 260

put is faithful). If the baseline output is not faithful, 261

we select the output from the quartile model that 262

is more extractive than the baseline to see whether 263

we can have a similar coverage as the baseline 264

but preserve faithfulness. baseline + faithfulness- 265
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Gigaword Wikihow
Coverage Faitfulness Coverage Faithfulness

Baseline 76.12 83.33 82.76 86.94
Loss Truncation 79.55 87.17 84.93 87.84
DAE 78.23 86.33 84.15 88.83
Selector-ROC (Ours) 64.58 84.17 78.67 87.84
Selector-Fβ (Ours)
β

0.5 54.77 76.83 64.24 79.82
0.4 59.79 81.67 67.81 81.71
0.3 60.72 82.00 68.53 83.15
0.2 68.38 86.00 78.67 87.84
0.1 79.92 88.00 84.72 89.19

Table 4: Coverage and faithfulness scores for the baselines and our proposed methods. We show that with our
method we are able to get models that are both more faithful and more abstractive than the baseline.

extractiveness (bfe). This oracle system behaves266

similar to the one described above when the MLE267

baseline output is unfaithful. However, rather than268

always selecting the baseline output when it is faith-269

ful, we pick the output from the quartile model that270

is more abstractive than the baseline whenever it is271

also faithful according to human judgement. quar-272

tile + faithfulness-extractiveness (qfe). Amongst273

the output of all four quartile models, we pick the274

most faithful output with the highest level of ab-275

stractiveness to understand whether it is possible to276

generate abstractive output while remaining faith-277

ful.278

Analysis. Table 3 shows the coverage and faithful-279

ness of the MLE baseline and each of these oracles280

for Gigaword and Wikihow. We observe that it281

is possible to be more faithful than the baseline282

at a similar level of abstractiveness (bf). Further-283

more, we can be more abstractive than the baseline284

while being more faithful (bfe). Selecting the most285

faithful and abstractive output from the quartile286

models achieves a really high faithfulness score287

(≈98%) while having significantly less coverage288

than the baseline. This oracle analysis suggests that289

it should be possible to build models that can mit-290

igate the faithfulness-abstractiveness trade-off by291

controlling the level of extractiveness. Given this,292

we further explore whether we can learn a selector293

that is capable of doing this selection automatically294

to mitigate the faithfulness-abstractiveness trade-295

off.296

5.2 Loss Truncation297

Kang and Hashimoto (2020) have proposed a298

method to adaptively remove high loss examples 299

to optimize the distinguishability of samples from 300

the model and the reference. They have shown 301

that the samples generated by this Loss Truncation 302

model achieves higher factuality ratings compared 303

to the baseline methods. We study this method to 304

understand where it lies in terms of faithfulness- 305

abstractiveness trade-off and whether it can achieve 306

a improved effective faithfulness over the control. 307

5.3 Dependency Arc Entailment (DAE) 308

Goyal and Durrett (2020) have proposed a factual- 309

ity evaluation metric (DAE) that evaluates whether 310

each dependency arc in the generated output is 311

consistent with the input. They show that their 312

proposed metric works better than existing factu- 313

ality metrics, while also being able to localize the 314

parts of the generated output that are non-factual. 315

Goyal and Durrett (2021) take advantage of DAE’s 316

ability to localize factuality errors, and train a sum- 317

marization model only on the subset of tokens that 318

is deemed factual according to the DAE metric. 319

We follow their methodology to train summariza- 320

tion models, and assess them using our evaluation 321

framework. 322

5.4 Selector Model 323

We aim to understand whether we can build a 324

model that achieves a better effective faithfulness 325

than Loss Truncation. We propose a selector that 326

can identify the most abstractive but faithful out- 327

put to improve this trade-off. We first generate 328

four possible candidate summaries using the quar- 329

tile models for each example in the validation set. 330
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(a) Selector-ROC and the baseline trade-off on Gigaword.
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(b) Selector-Fβ and the baseline trade-off on Gigaword.
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(c) Selector-ROC and the baseline trade-off on Wikihow.
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(d) Selector-Fβ and the baseline trade-off on Wikihow.

Figure 2: Faithfulness-Abstractiveness trade-off curves. The blue dots represent the quartile models used to gen-
erate the curve. The purple dot corresponds to the MLE baseline. DAE and Loss Truncation are depicted by the
brown and orange dots respectively. The green dots correspond to our proposed systems.

This results in outputs with varying levels of ex-331

tractiveness. We then use a selector system that332

first assigns faithfulness scores to each of these333

summaries and then selects the most abstractive,334

faithful output. We do 10-fold cross validation335

and fine-tune a FactCC model (Kryscinski et al.,336

2020) on the data we collected to generate the trade-337

off curve1 and pick the faithfulness thresold that338

maximizes the area under the ROC curve (Selector-339

ROC). We then use this model to predict the faith-340

fulness scores of the test folds. For each exam-341

ple, we select the most abstractive output that is342

considered faithful according to this model (if the343

faithfulness score is above the tuned thresold).344

Instead of maximizing for the area under the345

ROC curve, we can also tune the faithfulness thresh-346

old to maximize Fβ scores (Selector-Fβ). Using347

Fβ score with β < 1 allows us to assign a higher348

weight to the precision of our selector which would349

result in outputs with higher coverage and faithful-350

1We collected annotation for 200 articles for each of the
quartile models.

ness. 351

We find that the fine-tuning step is important 352

since pre-trained faithfulness models are trained on 353

a different set of examples and do not transfer well 354

to our datasets. This is consistent with the findings 355

of Goyal and Durrett (2021). 356

5.5 Results 357

Table 4 shows the coverage and faithfulness results 358

for the MLE baseline, Loss Truncation, DAE, and 359

the selectors. We observe that as we use smaller 360

values for β for Selector-Fβ , we get more extrac- 361

tive and more faithful outputs. This allows us to 362

have a trade-off between faithfulness and abstrac- 363

tiveness. Moreover, with both Selector-ROC and 364

Selector-Fβ , we produce output with less coverage 365

but higher faithfulness scores than the MLE base- 366

line. For Wikihow, Selector-ROC produces outputs 367

with lower coverage but similar faithfulness scores 368

to Loss Truncation. We can further obtain a higher 369

faithfulness score at a similar coverage level as 370

DAE and Loss truncation with Selector-Fβ with 371
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Article If applicable, the description of any people who take part in your study
should be extremely thorough. Each person should be identifiable within
the research. Further, how people join and leave the study should be noted.
If people were selected at random, or if they were family members, is
important to the study. Be sure to consider various ethical concerns (e.g. risk
and consent of participants) if people are involved in your research.

MLE Baseline
Describe who is involved in the study.

DAE
Identify the people who take part in the study.

Loss Truncation
Describe people who take part in your study.

Selector-ROC
(Ours) Describe all participants thoroughly and with care.

Article Because diarrhea frequently causes dehydration, it is crucial that patients
with IBD remain hydrated. Drink at least 8 glasses of water every day (or 64
oz). Foods that have a high water content (like watermelon) can also count
toward this minimum. If you have a severe attack of diarrhea, you are likely
to lose electrolytes. In these cases, you might need to consume beverages
such as Pedialyte or Gatorade to help replenish them [TRUNCATED] ...

MLE Baseline Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated.
Loss Truncation Drink plenty of water.
DAE Drink Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated.
Selector-ROC
(Ours)

Drink Drink plenty of fluids to stay hydrated.

Table 5: Example summaries generated by the MLE baseline, Loss Truncation and the selector model.

β = 0.1. For Gigaword, Select-ROC produces372

output with significantly lower coverage than Loss373

Truncation and DAE. Selector-Fβ produces output374

with similar coverage to Loss Truncation with a375

higher faithfulness score (β = 0.1).376

It is important to understand whether models im-377

prove faithfulness by simply being more extractive378

or if they are able to improve effective faithfulness.379

In order to understand this, we measure whether the380

models get improvement in faithfulness over the381

control operating at the same level of extractiveness.382

In Figure 2, we plot the faithfulness-abstractiveness383

curve with the faithfulness and abstractiveness of384

the quartile models. If a model lies above this385

curve, it improves the effective faithfulness. If the386

model is below this curve, it is not able to improve387

the effective faithfulness and it has a worse trade-388

off than the control operating at the same level of389

extractiveness.390

For both Gigaword and Wikihow, Selector-ROC391

lies above the curve improving this trade-off. How-392

ever, both the MLE baseline and Loss Truncation393

models get worse trade-off than the control oper-394

ating at the same level of extractiveness. Simi-395

larly, we can obtain several models that lie above 396

the curve for both Gigaword and Wikihow using 397

Selector-Fβ . The selector approach allows us to 398

get better effective faithfulness at different points in 399

the abstractiveness-extractiveness spectrum. The 400

DAE based model is able to improve effective faith- 401

fulness on the Wikihow dataset, but not on the Gi- 402

gaword dataset, indicating that the improvements 403

are not consistent across datasets. Table 5 shows 404

example summaries generated by the MLE base- 405

line, Loss Truncation, DAE and the Selector-ROC 406

models. We observe that selector model is able to 407

generate summaries that are faithful to the original 408

article while having more novel words and phrases 409

in the generated summaries. 410

6 Related Work 411

There has been a lot of recent work in abstrac- 412

tive summarization showing that state-of-the-art 413

systems suffer from generating inconsistent infor- 414

mation with respect to the source article, despite 415

their improved success in producing fluent sum- 416

maries (Falke et al., 2019; Lux et al., 2020). Since 417

word-overlap based metrics such as ROUGE have 418
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low correlation with human scores of faithfulness419

(Kryscinski et al., 2019; Fabbri et al., 2020), there420

has been significant effort to develop automated421

metrics that can detect such errors (Zhou et al.,422

2021; Gabriel et al., 2021; Pagnoni et al., 2021a).423

For example, Falke et al. (2019), Maynez et al.424

(2020) and Goyal and Durrett (2020) have pro-425

posed to assess faithfulness using entailment mod-426

els, where a faithful summary should be assigned a427

high entailment score with respect to the original ar-428

ticle. Kryscinski et al. (2020) presented FactCC, a429

weakly-supervised BERT-based entailment model,430

by augmenting the dataset with artificial faithful-431

ness errors. Durmus et al. (2020) and Wang et al.432

(2020) proposed question-answering based evalua-433

tion frameworks by automatically generating ques-434

tions from the generated summary, and comparing435

the corresponding answers from both the source436

and the generated summary in order assess infor-437

mation consistency. Furthermore, several bench-438

marks have been proposed to evaluate the strengths439

and weaknesses of these evaluation metric (Gabriel440

et al., 2021; Pagnoni et al., 2021b).441

Previous studies in faithfulness evaluation, how-442

ever, has not accounted for the effect of extractive-443

ness of the output summaries. As we show in this444

study, the extractiveness of the output is correlated445

with the faithfulness scores assigned by these au-446

tomated metrics. Therefore, it is not clear whether447

the models with higher scores are better at abstrac-448

tion, or extract more from the source article. We449

suggest that we need to account for this confound-450

ing factor in order to assess the real progress in451

building models that are better at abstraction. We452

note that there is concurrent work that also argues453

for accounting for extractiveness in assessing the454

faithfulness of models (Dreyer et al., 2021), how-455

ever, unlike our work, they do they do not propose456

any mitigation for the faithfulness-abstractiveness457

trade-off.458

Improving faithfulness of summarization sys-459

tems is essential for deploying these systems in real-460

world scenarios, as such recent work has studied461

methods to improve the faithfulness of abstractive462

summarization systems (Zhao et al., 2020; Dong463

et al., 2020; Goyal and Durrett, 2021; Xu et al.,464

2020; Chen et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021). For ex-465

ample, Goyal and Durrett (2021) train summariza-466

tion systems by modifying the training objective to467

maximize the likelihood of the subset of summary468

tokens that are considered faithful according to469

their factuality detection model. Zhao et al. (2020) 470

specifically target hallucination of quantities in gen- 471

erated summaries, and train a verification model 472

that they use to re-rank summaries such that sum- 473

maries containing quantities consistent with the 474

source article are up-ranked. Although these meth- 475

ods have shown improvements over the compared 476

baselines, unlike our work, they do not measure the 477

effective faithfulness taking extractiveness of the 478

generated outputs into account. 479

7 Implications and Limitations 480

Recent studies that propose methods to improve 481

faithfulness evaluate progress by conducting hu- 482

man evaluation on generated summaries and check 483

whether the faithfulness scores are higher for their 484

proposed system as compared to their baselines. 485

We show that there is a strong relationship between 486

the extractiveness and faithfulness of generated out- 487

puts (i.e., more extractive outputs tend to be more 488

faithful), and therefore we cannot simply disregard 489

extractiveness in faithfulness evaluation. 490

We propose that we should instead be measur- 491

ing effective faithfulness and introduce a frame- 492

work that takes into account the faithfulness- 493

abstractiveness trade-off curve that is generated 494

by training control models at different points in 495

the abstractiveness spectrum. We demonstrate the 496

importance of measuring effective faithfulness by 497

showing that recently proposed methods that im- 498

prove faithfulness over the MLE baseline fails to 499

consistently improve over a simple control operat- 500

ing at the same level of abstractiveness. 501

We argue that measuring effective faithfulness 502

is important since our goal is to build abstractive, 503

faithful summarization systems. If the objective 504

was to optimize for faithfulness alone, we could 505

do so by simply building more extractive systems 506

(such as the Q4 model we trained above). 507

Limitations. Note that this method relies on 508

some diversity in the extractiveness of reference 509

summaries, since we rely on sub-sampling to train 510

models for the control. It is less likely to be effec- 511

tive for datasets with very little variation in the ex- 512

tractiveness of the generated summaries. However, 513

in general, we see significantly more faithfulness 514

problems for datasets with higher diversity of ab- 515

stractiveness. Therefore, we suggest to account for 516

the faithfulness-abstractiveness trade-off for such 517

datasets in future work. 518
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